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Who we are: 

 

Version 1: 

 

Booking individual service providers for a wedding can be a stressful experience — whether 

you need one or two wedding suppliers, or a whole team of experts to pull off your big day, 

finding the right people for the job can be like searching for a needle in a haystack! Not to 

mention the headache of figuring out how they’re all going work together on the day to pull 

off a seamless affair.  

 

With an expert team of vetted suppliers, covering everything from wedding flowers, decor, 

and photography to beauty treatments, hair, make-up, and even wedding planning services, 

The Wedding Cartel makes finding and booking wedding suppliers in Cape Town a breeze. 

Made up of 6 individual suppliers, with a collective experience of over 30 years in the 

wedding industry, this unique crew of wedding experts come together to form a vendor 

powerhouse that can make any couple’s wedding dreams come true.  

 

No wedding is too big or small, too casual or formal — from intimate weddings to civil 

services, The Wedding Cartel does it all! Plus, by enabling couples to pick and choose which 

services they require for their special day, The Wedding Cartel is able to tailor-make a 

vendor solution to suit any budget or needs. While the vendors may all run their own 

individual wedding service businesses, they work together as a well-oiled machine when 

they collaborate to plan and execute a couple’s wishes for their wedding day.  

 

Booking suppliers who know each other and have worked together on numerous occasions 

is hugely important for any couple planning a wedding, especially those planning from afar. 

The professional team behind The Wedding Cartel gives couples peace of mind knowing 

that their vendors will all be working together to ensure their special day goes off without a 

hitch. 

 

 

Version 2 (shorter web copy):  

 

Whether you need one or two wedding suppliers, or a whole team of experts to pull off your 

big day, The Wedding Cartel makes finding and booking wedding suppliers in Cape Town a 

breeze. Made up of 6 individual professionals, with a collective experience of over 30 years 

in the wedding industry, this unique crew of wedding experts come together to form a dream 



team that can make any couple’s wedding fantasies come true. From wedding flowers, 

decor, and photography to beauty treatments, hair, make-up, and even wedding planning 

services, with the Wedding Cartel, you can book all your vendors in one place and have 

peace of mind they’ll work together to ensure your special day goes off without a hitch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How it works:  

 

Booking the suppliers you need for your wedding is beyond easy with The Wedding Cartel. 

Whether you’re looking to use just one, or all of the Wedding Cartel suppliers, the booking 

process is hassle-free. Fill out the quick and easy ‘Get a Quote’ form on the TWC website, 

indicating which services you’re interested in, and you’ll instantly be put in touch with the 

relevant vendors who will contact you individually to learn more about your needs. Couples 

can choose from a list of 6 trusted wedding suppliers that make up The Wedding Cartel 

collective, and once you’ve finalised what you will need from each supplier, you will receive 

one tailor-made quotation from The Wedding Cartel covering all your needs for the big day.   

 

Including professional hair and make-up by Mist Make-Up, wedding photography by Heathyr 

Huss photography, mobile spa and beauty treatments by Beauty Direct, marriage officer 

services by I Do Weddings, flowers and decor by The Duke and Duchess florists, as well as 

wedding planning services by Weddings Abroad, The Wedding Cartel covers a broad variety 

of wedding services to make planning a wedding easy, stress-free, and convenient. 

 

 


